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Have questions or need support in organizing your community?
Email hosts@forestethics.org and we’ll get back to you within 48 hours!

Stop Oil Trains

in Santa Maria

The proposed Phillips 66 oil train offloading facility in Santa Maria would bring an oil train a day through
California. These mile-long oil trains carry millions of gallons of explosive crude oil in unsafe tank cars. Our
rail system was designed to connect population centers, not move hazardous crude oil. Emergency
responders are not prepared for these heavy, dangerous trains and current safety standards will not
protect the public. The San Luis Obispo Board of Supervisors must reject the Phillips 66 Santa Maria oil
train proposal.
Crude oil trains threaten the safety of families along rail routes. Across the US and
Canada oil train derailments, spills and fires are increasing as the oil industry moves more
crude oil by rail. On July 6, 2013 an oil train derailed and exploded in Lac-Megantic,
Quebec, leveling the downtown and killing 47 people. Anyone within a mile of a rail line
is within the dangerous blast zone if there is a derailment, spill, and fire.
Oil trains create toxic air pollution. Volatile toxic chemicals leak out of tank cars into the
air poisoning communities along rail routes. In its latest environmental review Phillips 66
admits that its proposed oil train facility will create “significant and unavoidable” levels of
air pollution, including toxic sulfur dioxide and cancer-causing chemicals. The report cites
increased health risks -- particularly for children and the elderly -- of cancer, heart disease,
respiratory disease, and premature death.
Oil trains threaten California water supplies. The proposed rail route brings oil trains
through the San Francisco Bay-Delta watershed and along California’s treasured central
coast. Each oil train carries more than three million gallons of explosive, toxic crude oil. A
derailment near a river, stream, reservoir, or above a groundwater aquifer could
contaminate drinking water for millions of Californians.
Phillips 66 wants to bring toxic Canadian tar sands to California. The proposed oil train
terminal in Santa Maria is linked by pipeline to the Phillips 66 refinery in Rodeo, CA.
Phillips 66’s proposal is to modify these facilities to allow it to refine the most toxic crude
oil on Earth: Canadian tar sands. Transporting and refining tar sands will create more toxic
air and water pollution for families along the rail line and near the facilities.
Tar sands means more carbon pollution: At every stage of the mining, transportation, and
refining process, Canadian tar sands are more carbon intensive than other sources of oil.
Bringing tar sands to California will undermine the state’s efforts to be a global leader
addressing climate disruption.

It’s time to put an END
to the oil industry’s

PIPELINE
ON
WHEELS

This is the price of an

OIL TRAIN DISASTER

Action Alerts
Dear Friend/First Name,
Don’t let [Insert city name/your town/your state] be the site of the next oil
train disaster.
Right now, Phillip 66 is fighting to upgrade its Santa Maria refinery to begin receiving oil
trains carrying highly explosive oil. If approved, more of these bomb trains will begin rolling
through thousands of California communities, including yours. Millions of lives will be at risk
and our state’s clean air,water, and climate threatened.
The San Luis Obispo Board of Supervisors will make the final decision on this proposal, which
if approved could impact all Californians. That’s why we must show the supervisors that the
whole state is watching and demand they stop the oil trains before the November 24
deadline!
Take action and tell the San Luis Obispo Board of Supervisors to reject Phillip 66’s oil train
proposal and protect all Californians!
These mile-long trains carry millions of gallons of volatile oil in unsafe tank cars that are
prone to derailing and exploding. Our railways weren’t built to transport this extreme oil and
our brave first responders, kept in the dark by Big Oil, aren’t prepared to fight the fires,
explosions, and spills that ensue.
These trains aren’t just a public safety nightmare, the toxic tar sands oil they carry is some of
the most polluting, climate-torching crude on the planet. Even the Phillips 66 admits
transporting this oil will result in “significant and unavoidable” levels of toxic air pollution. [1]
Sacramento, Roseville, Oakland, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, and hundreds of towns in
between. If we don’t speak up before the November 24 deadline, any of these places could
be the site of the next oil train disaster.
NAME, take action today and tell the San Luis Obispo Planning Commission to reject this
reckless oil train proposal!
Onward,
[SIGNED]
[ORGANIZATION]
P.S. Five actions are even more powerful than one — after you take action, forward this email
to your friends. You can also spread the word on social media with the handy buttons below.

Public Comments
Between now and November 24th, it is critical that as many residents, elected officials, first
responders, and organizations send public comments urging the San Luis Obispo County
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors to reject the Phillips 66 oil train proposal.
Public comments on the Revised Environmental Impact Report are due no later than 4:30pm
on November 24th, 2014. Emails: Address them to “Mr. Murry Wilson, SLO County Planning
Department” at: p66-railspur-comments@co.slo.ca.us
You can include all the following email addresses in the “bcc” box (“blind carbon copy”):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

jim@jimirving.com (Planning Commissioner)
ktopping@calpoly.edu (Planning Commissioner)
frenchbicycles@gmail.com (Planning Commissioner)
elcarroll@co.slo.ca.us (Planning Coordinator)
rhedges@co.slo.ca.us (Planning Assistant)
cray@co.slo.ca.us (Supervisor)
bgibson@co.slo.ca.us (Supervisor)
ahill@co.slo.ca.us (Supervisor)
darnold@co.slo.ca.us (Supervisor)
fmecham@co.slo.ca.us (Supervisor)
boardofsups@co.slo.ca.us (Board of Supervisors, general address)
lreynolds151@gmail.com (Local grassroots organizer; keeping track of comments sent)

Letters Via U.S. Mail should be sent to:
Murry Wilson, SLO County Dept. of Planning and Building 976 Osos St., Room 200
San Luis Obispo, 93408

Sample Comments

These sample public comments can be adapted for communities along the rail route or for
statewide action.
Dear Mr. Wilson,
I am writing to express deep concern about the proposed oil by rail project at the Phillips 66
Santa Maria Refinery. [As a resident of [TOWN]], the Phillips 66 project puts [my entire
community/communities throughout California] at risk. This project presents significant and
unacceptable risks to [my community and] communities across California.
First and foremost, emergency responders [in my community] are not prepared for these
heavy, dangerous trains and current safety standards will not protect the public. The
recirculated draft EIR dangerously misinforms first responders [in my community] because it
does not adequately assess the risks of an oil train disaster.
The draft EIR's analysis of potential accidents and spills is flawed because it only evaluates rail
accident rates from 2003 to 2012 and spill release rates between 2005 and 2009, and omits
important data about crude rail accident frequency and magnitude in 2013 and 2014. This is
troubling because we know that more crude spilled from trains in 2013 than spilled during the
past four decades. The EIR must look at recent data, including accident data from Canada which
has also experienced increased crude by rail incidents. This data reflects the increased
quantities of dangerous crude being transported in old and unsafe tank cars and will provide a
more accurate assessment of accident risk and magnitude along the rail lines that would serve
this project.
Moreover, the EIR's worst case scenario spill analysis estimates a spill of approximately 180,000
gallons, that's approximately six tank cars of crude. This must be an error because we know that
most crude trains are comprised of 100 or more tank cars. Indeed, a worst case scenario spill
would be on the order of millions of gallons of crude. Such a spill could devastate our scarce
water resources, property and our local economy, and would pose a significant threat to public
health and safety. This project cannot be approved without analyzing and mitigating its true
impacts.
Second, the toxic air emissions resulting from this problem pose an unacceptable risk to public
health. The Phillips 66 project will create unacceptable levels of toxic air emissions that will
impact my community. Volatile toxic chemicals leak out of tank cars into the air poisoning
communities along rail routes. In its latest environmental review Phillips 66 admits that its
proposed oil train facility will create “significant and unavoidable” levels of air pollution,
including toxic sulfur dioxide and cancer-causing chemicals. The report cites increased health
risks -- particularly for children and the elderly -- of cancer, heart disease, respiratory disease,
and premature death.

Third, the EIR must fully analyze the potential worst-case scenario of a spill near each of the
many watersheds crossed en route to the Santa Maria refinery. The proposed rail route brings
oil trains through the San Francisco Bay-Delta watershed and along California’s treasured
central coast. Each oil train carries more than three million gallons of explosive, toxic crude oil.
A derailment near a river, stream, reservoir, or above a groundwater aquifer could contaminate
drinking water for millions of Californians. During a time of extreme drought, SLO must not
approve this project and create contamination risk for the rest of our state.
Fourth, the planning department must examine the Santa Maria and Rodeo proposals as a
single project. it is clear that Phillips 66 wants to bring toxic Canadian tar sands to California.
The proposed oil train terminal in Santa Maria is linked by pipeline to the Phillips 66 refinery in
Rodeo, CA. Phillips 66 is proposing to modify these facilities to allow it to refine the most toxic
crude oil on Earth: Canadian tar sands. Transporting and refining tar sands will create more
toxic air and water pollution for families along the rail line and near the Santa Maria refinery.
San Luis Obispo cannot approve this project in isolation.
Fifth, Phillips 66 must disclose crude quality information in order for decision makers to fully
understand the climate impacts of the proposed rail project. Tar sands means more carbon
pollution: At every stage of the mining, transportation, and refining process, Canadian tar sands
are more carbon intensive than any other source of oil. Bringing tar sands to California will
undermine the state’s efforts to be a global leader addressing climate disruption.
For all the aforementioned reasons, I urge the San Luis Obispo County Planning Commission
and Board of Supervisors to reject the Phillips 66 proposed rail spur. This project creates
significant, unavoidable, and unnecessary risks for our communities and our climate.
Respectfully yours,
[SIGNED]

Draft Letters to the Editor (LTEs)

Submit a letter to the editor in response to an article, editorial or
other news piece. It should be very short, 200-500 words.
Title: Stop Oil Trains in [PLACE]
The proposed Phillips 66 oil train offloading facility in Santa Maria would bring an oil train a day through
[PLACE]. [Mention the previous news/opinion piece you are responding to and whether you agree or
disagree.]
These mile-long trains carry millions of gallons of explosive crude oil in unsafe tank cars. Nationwide, 25
million Americans live within the blast zone, the mile-wide area next to a rail line that must be evacuated
if one of these trains derails and catches fire. Here in [Place], [use www.blast-zone.org to describe
schools, stadiums, water supply, other landmarks or high profile places within the blast zone.]
[Use 1-3 specific arguments to make your point: Strengthen your support or counter the argument from
the original piece:]

• Crude oil trains threaten the safety of families along rail routes. Across the US and Canada oil train

•

•

•

•

derailments, spills and fires are increasing as the oil industry moves more crude oil by rail. On July 6,
2013 an oil train derailed and exploded in Lac-Megantic, Quebec, leveling the downtown and killing
47 people. Anyone within a mile of a rail line is within the dangerous blast zone if there is a
derailment, spill, and fire.
Oil trains create toxic air pollution. Volatile toxic chemicals leak out of tank cars into the air poisoning
communities along rail routes. In its latest environmental review Phillips 66 admits that its proposed
oil train facility will create “significant and unavoidable” levels of air pollution, including toxic sulfur
dioxide and cancer-causing chemicals. The report cites increased health risks -- particularly for
children and the elderly -- of cancer, heart disease, respiratory disease, and premature death.
Oil trains threaten California water supplies. The proposed rail route brings oil trains through the San
Francisco Bay-Delta watershed and along California’s treasured central coast. Each oil train carries
more than three million gallons of explosive, toxic crude oil. A derailment near a river, stream,
reservoir, or above a groundwater aquifer could contaminate drinking water for millions of
Californians.
Phillips 66 wants to bring toxic Canadian tar sands to California. The proposed oil train terminal in
Santa Maria is linked by pipeline to the Phillips 66 refinery in Rodeo, CA. Phillips 66’s proposal is to
modify these facilities to allow it to refine the most toxic crude oil on Earth: Canadian tar sands.
Transporting and refining tar sands will create more toxic air and water pollution for families along the
rail line and near the facilities.
Tar sands means more carbon pollution. At every stage of the mining, transportation, and refining
process, Canadian tar sands are more carbon intensive than other sources of oil. Bringing tar sands to
California will undermine the state’s efforts to be a global leader addressing climate disruption.

Our rail system was designed to bring people and products between our cities and towns. That’s why
rail lines run through our towns and not around them. Our railroads were never designed to move
hazardous crude oil, and they cannot do it safely. Emergency responders are not prepared for these
heavy, dangerous trains and current safety standards will not protect the public. The San Luis Obispo
Board of Supervisors must reject the Phillips 66 Santa Maria oil train proposal.

Draft Op-Ed

An Op-Ed can be submitted to a paper or news site anytime. It can be 600-1000 words.
Title: Stop Oil Trains in [PLACE]
The proposed Phillips 66 oil train offloading facility in Santa Maria would bring an oil train a day
through [PLACE]. These mile-long trains carry millions of gallons of explosive crude oil in unsafe tank
cars. Nationwide, 25 million Americans live within the blast zone, the mile-wide area next to a rail line
that must be evacuated if one of these trains derails and catches fire. Here in [Place], [use www.blastzone.org to describe schools, stadiums, water supply, other landmarks or high profile places within
the blast zone.]
Crude oil trains threaten the safety of families along rail routes. Across the US and Canada oil train
derailments, spills and fires are increasing as the oil industry moves more crude oil by rail. On July 6,
2013 an oil train derailed and exploded in Lac-Megantic, Quebec, leveling the downtown and killing
47 people. Anyone within a mile of a rail line is within the dangerous blast zone if there is a
derailment, spill, and fire.
Oil trains create toxic air pollution. Volatile toxic chemicals leak out of tank cars into the air poisoning
communities along rail routes. In its latest environmental review Phillips 66 admits that its proposed oil
train facility will create “significant and unavoidable” levels of air pollution, including toxic sulfur
dioxide and cancer-causing chemicals. The report cites increased health risks -- particularly for
children and the elderly -- of cancer, heart disease, respiratory disease, and premature death.
Oil trains threaten California water supplies. The proposed rail route brings oil trains through the San
Francisco Bay-Delta watershed and along California’s treasured central coast. Each oil train carries
more than three million gallons of explosive, toxic crude oil. A derailment near a river, stream,
reservoir, or above a groundwater aquifer could contaminate drinking water for millions of
Californians.
Phillips 66 wants to bring toxic Canadian tar sands to California. The proposed oil train terminal in
Santa Maria is linked by pipeline to the Phillips 66 refinery in Rodeo, CA. Phillips 66’s proposal is to
modify these facilities to allow it to refine the most toxic crude oil on Earth: Canadian tar sands.
Transporting and refining tar sands will create more toxic air and water pollution for families along the
rail line and near the facilities.
Tar sands means more carbon pollution. At every stage of the mining, transportation, and refining
process, Canadian tar sands are more carbon intensive than other sources of oil. Bringing tar sands to
California will undermine the state’s efforts to be a global leader addressing climate disruption.
Our rail system was designed to bring people and products between our cities and towns. That’s why
rail lines run through our towns and not around them. Our railroads were never designed to move
hazardous crude oil, and they cannot do it safely. Emergency responders are not prepared for these
heavy, dangerous trains and current safety standards will not protect the public. The San Luis Obispo
Board of Supervisors must reject the Phillips 66 Santa Maria oil train proposal.

Oil Train Blast Zone

ForestEthics developed the Blast Zone tool to allow users to understand exactly what
communities are at risk for an oil train disaster.
Visit www.blast-zone.org to view the entire rail route impacted by the proposed Phillips 66
project, as well as routes throughout the US impacted by oil trains. Below are tips on how to
create a screenshot from the blast zone site as an advocacy tool for your community.

#StopOilTrains in

SLO!

How to create a Blast Zone Screenshot:
I.

Download a program that easily lets you take and edit screenshots. For example, Awesome
Screenshot is a program that lives in your browser and lets you take screenshots with one
easy click and then add things like text, arrows, and circles in different colors (see above).
Evernote also allows users to take screenshots and save them as JPGs.
II. Visit www.blast-zone.org and take your screenshot
III. Save the screenshot to your favorite computer location
IV. Post the picture on Facebook or Twitter and feel free to include your organization’s logo,
#StopOilTrains, and www.blast-zone.org

